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Plate-Tectonic Analysis of Shallow Seismicity: Apparent Boundary Width,

Beta, Corner Magnitude, Coupled Lithosphere Thickness, and Coupling

in Seven Tectonic Settings

by Peter Bird and Yan Y. Kagan

Abstract A new plate model is used to analyze the mean seismicities of seven
types of plate boundary (CRB, continental rift boundary; CTF, continental transform
fault; CCB, continental convergent boundary; OSR, oceanic spreading ridge; OTF,
oceanic transform fault; OCB, oceanic convergent boundary; SUB, subduction zone).
We compare the platelike (nonorogen) regions of model PB2002 (Bird, 2003) with
the centroid moment tensor (CMT) catalog to select apparent boundary half-widths
and then assign 95% of shallow earthquakes to one of these settings. A tapered
Gutenberg-Richter model of the frequency/moment relation is fit to the subcatalog
for each setting by maximum likelihood. Best-fitting b values range from 0.53 to
0.92, but all 95% confidence ranges are consistent with a common value of 0.61–
0.66. To better determine some corner magnitudes we expand the subcatalogs by
(1) inclusion of orogens and (2) inclusion of years 1900–1975 from the catalog of
Pacheco and Sykes (1992). Combining both earthquake statistics and the plate-
tectonic constraint on moment rate, corner magnitudes include the following: CRB,

; CTF, ; CCB, ; OCB, ; and SUB, . Cou-�0.76 �0.47 �0.21 �0.52 �0.487.64 8.01 8.46 8.04 9.58�0.26 �0.21 �0.39 �0.22 �0.46

pled lithosphere thicknesses are found to be the following: CRB, ; CTF,�7.03.0�1.4

; CCB, ; OSR, for normal faulting and for strike slip;�11 �? �0.13 �?8.6 18 0.13 0.40�4 �11 �0.09 �0.21

OTF, , and at low, medium, and high velocities; OCB,�? �1.1 �1.113 , 1.8 1.6�7.3 �0.5 �0.5

; and SUB, . In general, high coupling of subduction and continental�13.7 �?3.8 18.0�2.3 �10.8

plate boundaries suggests that here all seismic gaps are dangerous unless proven to
be creeping. In general, low coupling within oceanic lithosphere suggests a different
model of isolated seismic fault patches surrounded by large seismic gaps that may
be permanent.

Online Material: Global seismic subcatalogs of shallow earthquakes.

Introduction

Since the introduction of plate-tectonic theory four de-
cades ago, it has been widely expected to provide a basis for
quantitative prediction of long-term-average seismicity and
seismic hazard. This promise has not been fully realized be-
cause of several problems: (1) Early models with 12–14
plates gave seriously oversimplified kinematic predictions in
some of the most seismically active areas (e.g., the southwest
Pacific). (2) Some regions are so complex that it is doubtful
whether any rigid-plate model can adequately describe them
(e.g., Tibet Plateau and North Fiji Basin). (3) It is not re-
solved whether seismic coupling is nearly perfect, or highly
variable, within the cold frictional seismogenic layer of the
lithosphere. This question is difficult to answer in any re-
gional study because the instrumental seismic record only
covers one century, whereas there are good indications of
seismic cycles lasting five centuries in some plate boundaries

(e.g., Cascadia and South Chile trenches) and many centu-
ries in plate interiors.

The plate model of Bird (2003) was specifically con-
structed to address the first two problems. Instead of 14
plates, it has 52, allowing most of the complexity of the
Pacific margin to be described. It explicitly excludes the
most complex regions as “orogens.” This new global model
allows the third problem to be addressed by use of the er-
godic assumption: for studies of globally uncorrelated be-
havior, data collected widely in space can substitute for local
data collected over long times. By merging the behavior of
all subduction zones or all continental transform faults
worldwide for a century, we may have enough information
to extract their average seismicity properties with confidence
limits that are small enough to be useful.

The model of Bird (2003) also explicitly classifies each
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short plate-boundary step (interval) as belonging to one of
seven classes: continental rift boundary (CRB), continental
transform fault (CTF), continental convergent boundary
(CCB), oceanic spreading ridge (OSR), oceanic transform
fault (OTF), oceanic convergent boundary (OCB), and sub-
duction zone (SUB). We first consider the reasons why earth-
quake epicenters do not lie precisely on plate boundaries and
adopt a rule for selecting the apparent seismic half-widths
of plate-boundaries. Then, we use a probabilistic approach
to match shallow earthquakes with particular plate-boundary
segments by searching for the best match between earth-
quake properties. Then, we collect the earthquakes into eight
subcatalogs, corresponding to seven plate-boundary types
and plate interiors. We analyze each subcatalog by maxi-
mum-likelihood methods to determine the parameters of its
tapered Gutenberg-Richter frequency/moment relation (Ka-
gan, 2002a). Finally, we integrate these distributions to es-
timate the long-term-average moment rate for each class and
compare them with plate tectonic model predictions of the
line integrals of relative velocity. From the ratios, we deter-
mine coupled lithosphere thicknesses for each type of plate
boundary.

Data Sets

The plate-tectonic model used in this study is named
PB2002. Bird (2003) described its construction and format,
which included explicit mapping of boundary locations. In
addition to the 14 large plates of the NUVEL-1 model
(DeMets et al., 1990), it includes 38 small plates docu-
mented with recent geodetic, bathymetric, and/or seismic
data. Euler poles are tabulated for estimation of present rela-
tive velocities. Model PB2002 does not claim to achieve a
complete description of kinematics on the Earth. Instead, it
formally designates 13 “orogen” regions in which the plate
model is known to be inaccurate, either due to very many
small plates or to nonplatelike behavior. In most phases of
this study, seismicity of these orogens will be excluded.
However, it will be considered in some cases where we seek
to maximize the sizes of subcatalogs of large earthquakes.

Earthquake sizes are best characterized by scalar mo-
ment M, but moment magnitude m is also a popular scale.
In this project, we used the conversion

m � (2/3)(log (M) � 9.05) (1)10

of Hanks and Kanamori (1979). There is confusion because
some later authors have used slightly different values of the
constant (Kagan, 2003). Magnitudes quoted in this article
(as a convenience for readers) should be converted to scalar
moments using (1) only.

Our primary seismic catalog is the shallow-earthquake
subset of the Harvard Centroid Moment Tensor (CMT) cat-
alog, which was presented in a number of incremental pub-
lications (e.g., Dziewonski et al., 1981; Ekström et al., 2003)
and which is presently available in digital form at

www.seismology.harvard.edu/projects/CMT/. This catalog
begins 1 January 1977, and through the cutoff date for this
study (30 September 2002) it contains 15,015 events with
centroid depth �70 km. Nuclear tests and other explosions
are excluded from CMT. The threshold moment for com-
pleteness is Mt � 3.5 � 1017 N m (mt � 5.66) overall; for
specific years and/or regions, the threshold is sometimes
lower (Kagan, 2003). Each solution includes a moment ten-
sor; we make use of the orientations of the principal axes
and the scalar moment but do not consider possible non-
double-couple source components. Ekström and Nettles
(1997) extended the CMT catalog by finding moment tensors
of 108 large events (including 98 shallow events) in 1976.
If their threshold magnitude is estimated as Mt � 3 � 1018

N m (mt � 6.28) for shallow events, then there are 59 shal-
low earthquakes in the complete part.

There are at least three valuable catalogs of the earlier
years of the twentieth century (1900–1975): Pacheco and
Sykes (1992), Triep and Sykes (1997), and Engdahl and Vil-
laseñor (2002). The first catalog is most convenient for our
study because Pacheco and Sykes collected moment deter-
minations from the literature, when available, and scaled 20-
sec surface-wave magnitudes to estimated moments for other
events. Saturation of surface-wave magnitudes should not
greatly affect this catalog, since most of the larger events
(all but two of the m � 8.0 events) have independently de-
termined moments. Where multiple-moment estimates were
available, we accept their selection. In addition, the Pacheco
and Sykes (1992) catalog provides limited mechanism in-
formation (generic type) for 41% of the events, which is
useful in assigning events to the correct tectonic setting. It
lists 598 shallow events during 1900–1975 and is complete
for shallow earthquakes with surface-wave magnitude Ms �
7. One peculiarity of the Pacheco and Sykes (1992) catalog
is that it lists the two largest earthquakes of the twentieth
century as occurring only 1 min apart at virtually the same
location: 19:10 versus 19:11 on 22 May 1960, at 38.05/
38.20� S, 73.34/73.50� W, 32 km depth, with m � 9.49 and
9.64, respectively. The first event apparently refers to the
low-frequency precursor detected by both Kanamori and Ci-
par (1974) and Cifuentes and Silver (1989) 15–19 min be-
fore the main shock. Such fault-creep events (also called
“slow” or “silent” earthquakes) are rarely detected unless
they generate tsunamis or precede famous main shocks.
Since it is not possible to include all fault-creep events down
to the same moment threshold used for earthquakes, we pre-
fer to drop this one slow precursor event from the catalog.
We note that Engdahl and Villaseñor (2002) treated this
event in the same way.

Apparent Boundary Half-Widths

To analyze earthquakes by plate setting, it is necessary
to associate most shallow earthquakes with nearby plate
boundaries, while classifying the remainder as intraplate
events. “Apparent boundary half-width” is the term we use
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Table 1
Estimates of Apparent Boundary Half-Width (in km) and CMT Catalog Statistics

SUB

CRB CTF CCB OSR OTF OCB Landward Seaward

A priori
Half-width of fault set 15–35 8–220 0–30 0–15 0–30 ? 0–240 �100
Half-width of fault dip 2–20 0–9 17–165 0–5 0–23 17–165 50–150 2–20
Boundary mislocation 25 25–35 25 15–25 15–25 25 19 19
Earthquake mislocation 18–30 18–30 18–30 25–40 25–40 18–30 18–30 18–30
(Combined) expectation 53–94 39–275 48–234 29–67 29–100 61–200? 76–276 �128–155

Empirical
75% of total count 72 158 106 50 49 91 120 60
90% of total count 127 247 158 93 97 151 179 92
Twice median distance 55 116 116 53 53 84 154 60
Twice mean distance 103 185 146 83 83 130 179 90
Twice rms distance 154 257 189 132 128 186 220 135

Selection
Selected half-width 154 257 189 132 128 186 220 135

for the maximum horizontal distance between a plate-bound-
ary segment and the epicenter of an associated earthquake.
It is a superposition of four characteristic dimensions: (1)
half-width of the set of fault traces that make up the bound-
ary zone on the surface; (2) half-width added by nonvertical
dip of faults as they extend down through the seismogenic
portion of the lithosphere; (3) half-width added by error in
the mapped position of the plate boundary; (4) half-width
added by earthquake mislocation. We expect that (at least)
the first two factors will vary according to boundary type.

Table 1 lists our a priori estimates of reasonable half-
width ranges for each plate-boundary type. Because these a
priori apparent half-widths are rather subjective, we also
studied histogram and cumulative distributions of the rela-
tive frequency of shallow earthquakes with distance. We
considered all shallow (�70 km) earthquakes in the CMT
catalog (1 January 1977–30 September 2002) without using
any completeness threshold. (Completeness is expected to
vary regionally over the Earth, but to be nearly uniform
within the narrow width of each of our local distributions.)
However, we excluded both earthquakes and plate-boundary
segments lying within any of the 13 orogens of model
PB2002, because within these regions there is no assurance
of platelike behavior.

To reduce the noise contributed to each distribution by
adjacent plate boundaries, we count only earthquakes with
mechanisms appropriate to the boundary class in question.
An earthquake is considered strike slip if its N axis is more
vertical that either the P axis or T axis. If the P axis is closest
to vertical, the event is considered normal, and if the T axis
is closest to vertical, the event is considered a thrust. Nor-
mal-faulting events are associated with the nearest CRB,
OSR, or SUB step; strike-slip events are associated with the
nearest CTF, OTF, or SUB step; thrusting events are associ-
ated with the nearest CCB, OCB, or SUB step. (Subduction
zones generate large numbers of normal-faulting earth-

quakes through the plate-bending process and may also gen-
erate strike-slip earthquakes if subduction is oblique.)

For six of the seven boundary classes (except SUB) we
count only earthquakes that are “beside” a plate-boundary
step of the class under consideration; that is, those that lie
within a rectangle that is bisected longitudinally by the step
and shares its length. But subduction zone trench boundaries
are often oblique to the direction of relative plate motion
and, in detail, their trends are highly variable. It is not rea-
sonable to project a perpendicular belt for 276 km (the max-
imum a priori landward half-width) from subduction bound-
ary steps to collect associated earthquakes, and belts from
adjacent boundary steps would often overlap or leave gaps.
Instead, we measure distance from SUB boundaries along
the azimuth of relative plate motion (according to the Euler
poles of PB2002). Because of this rule, each SUB boundary
step has an associated “lane” of parallelogram shape on the
surface, within which epicenters of shallow earthquakes
might be considered associated with that step. These lanes
are parallel and nonoverlapping, except near triple junctions
involving two or three subduction zones.

Histogram and cumulative distributions were computed
out to a maximum distance of 300 km, which is based on a
compromise between two conflicting considerations. First,
the width range examined should be at least the largest ap-
parent half-width expected a priori (276 km). Second, the
modal plate size in PB2002 is about 1 � 1011 m2, or (316
km)2, and the median plate size is 5.2 � 1011 m2, or (720
km)2. If we construct distributions much wider than one-half
of these typical dimensions, we have to expect increasing
interference from other recognized plate boundaries in the
outer parts of the distributions. (Interference from unrecog-
nized small-plate boundaries may also be a general problem,
but we have no tools for assessing this.)

Cumulative distributions are presented in Figure 1. The
distribution for subduction zones is two-sided (distinct land-
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Figure 1. Cumulative counts of shallow earth-
quakes of appropriate mechanism from the Harvard
CMT catalog 1 January 1977 to 30 September 2002,
as a function of horizontal distance from the nearest
PB2002 plate-boundary segment of a certain class.
Plate-boundary segments and earthquakes within or-
ogens of PB2002 have been excluded. “Expectation”
bars mark the a priori expected ranges of half-widths,
based on Table 1. Triangles at twice rms distance in-
dicate the defining half-widths selected for this study.
Events outside the defined half-widths are not nec-
essarily intraplate events; in many cases, they will be
assigned to other plate boundaries.

ward and seaward sides) based on the obvious asymmetry
of these plate boundaries, which was built into model
PB2002. For all the other boundary types, a one-sided or
symmetrical distribution is presented because there is no ob-
vious objective way to break their (potential) symmetry.

Five metrics of each distribution are listed in Table 1:
distance encompassing 75% of events, distance encompass-
ing 90% of events, twice median distance, twice mean dis-
tance, and twice root-mean-square (rms) distance. We wish
to choose a simple rule, based on one or more of these met-
rics, to allow consistent and repeatable determination of ap-
parent boundary half-widths as plate models and seismic cat-
alogs change in the future. Apparent half-widths should be
large enough to encompass most of the half-width that was
expected a priori. In general, it is better to adopt larger half-

widths, because (1) more earthquakes in the subcatalogs for
each class will give better statistical control on their fre-
quency/moment distributions; (2) because some plate-
boundary locations have been guided by the locations of the
largest earthquakes, it would bias the slope of the log-fre-
quency/log-moment relation to smaller values if we selected
too narrow a region around these events; and (3) unless most
of the seismicity that is arguably related to plate boundaries
is included in moment-rate calculations, the coupled litho-
sphere thicknesses and coupling coefficients could be biased
downward. For all these reasons, we use twice the rms dis-
tance as the selected apparent half-width of each boundary
class. This is consistent with the tradition of “keeping all
data within 2 sigma of the mean,” and in fact captures 91.6%
to 95.7% of the total earthquake counts in each of these
distributions.

Classification of Shallow Earthquakes

Algorithms

Consider a particular shallow earthquake, with hypo-
center or centroid at latitude h, longitude �, and depth z
(measured from sea level). Let its moment tensor, normal-

ized to unit scalar moment, be designated . To associateˆ̃M
this earthquake with a particular plate-boundary step of in-

dex i, we first estimate , the relative probabilityˆ̃P�(h,�,z,M)i

that step i produced this earthquake, for all steps. If
, then the earthquake is considered an intra-sup{P�} � 0i

i

plate event.
For most purposes, the assignment of the earthquake to

a step is just a means to assigning the earthquake to a sub-
catalog for one of the seven plate-boundary classes. It is
understood that each of the steps i has previously been des-
ignated as belonging to one of the k � 1, . . ., 7 classes
defined in model PB2002, so that k � k(i). After relative
probabilities are computed for each plate-boundary step, we
also sum these by step class to determine the relative prob-
abilities that this particular earthquake was created by each
of the seven plate-boundary classes.

We used two variants of this earthquake classification
method: (1) Each earthquake is assigned to the plate-bound-
ary step with the highest individual and takes its classP�i
from that step. This results in a set of seven subcatalogs that
we call “maximum-probability subcatalogs.” (2) A random-
number generator is used to assign the earthquake to one of
the boundary classes that was represented by a positive sum
of values for steps in that class. The selection bins (withP�i
which the random number is compared) have widths in pro-
portion to these sums of . We call the results “Monte CarloP�i
subcatalogs,” and compute five realizations using different
seeds for the random-number generator.

A hypothetical example may clarify the difference. An
earthquake with an ambiguous focal mechanism occurs near
a short OSR segment surrounded by longer OTF segments.
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Table 2
Earthquakes per Century, per 100 km of Boundary, Scaled to
Plate Velocity 48 mm/a, Based on CMT Catalog (1977–2002)

Symbol Plate-Boundary Class

M � 3.5 �

1017 N m
(m � 5.66)

M � 3.5 �

1019 N m
(m � 6.99)

CRB Continental Rift Boundary 7.3 0.21
CTF Continental Transform Fault 8.9 0.39
CCB Continental Convergent Boundary 22.4 0.79
OSR* Oceanic Spreading Ridge* 0.9* 0.01*
OTF Oceanic Transform Fault 8.8 0.06
OCB Oceanic Convergent Boundary 7.7 0.71
SUB Subduction Zone 15.9 0.83

*Unlike other boundaries, OSRs have higher seismicity at lower relative
plate velocity.

Figure 2. Contour maps of the spatial probability
density functions (PDFs) B (equations 2, 4, 5) asso-
ciated with two generic plate-boundary steps (OTF
and SUB). The B functions of the other steps that make
up the boundary (OSR,* OCB,* and OTF*) are omitted
for clarity in this figure, but they would be considered
in actual earthquake classification. Each B function is
the product of a Gaussian PDF on an axis crossing
the boundary and a smoothed-boxcar function in the
along-strike direction. The B functions of SUB steps
have their maxima offset 55 km to the down-dip side
of the fault trace, and this axis is drawn along the
direction of relative plate motion. Spatial integral of
each B function is unity.

The for the OSR segment is the largest, but the sum ofP�i
the for all OTF segments is greater by a factor of 2. InP�i
this case, maximum-likelihood classification assigns the
earthquake to OSR, whereas Monte Carlo classification as-
signs it to OTF two-thirds of the time and to OSR one-third
of the time. Each earthquake in each subcatalog file of the
electronic supplement ( E available online at the SSA Web
site) displays these relative probabilities summed by class,
and the associated documention file explains their format.

In either variant, we approximate the relative probability
that step i produced this earthquake by a product of five
factors:

ˆ ˆ˜ ˜P�(h,�,z,M) � A B (h,�) C D (z,h,�)E (M) . (2)i i i � ij ij ij� �
j�1,5

Ai is the relative number (or rate) of detectable earthquakes
expected on step i, and it is assumed to be composed of a
class factor, a length factor, and a velocity factor:

l vi iA � N (3)i k L Vk k

where Nk is the number of earthquakes (above threshold mo-
ment Mt) produced in nonorogen regions by all steps of class
k, �i is the trace length of step i, Lk is the total trace length
(excluding orogens) of all steps in class k, vi is the relative
plate velocity across step i, and Vk is the length-weighted
mean relative plate velocity across all steps of class k. The
counts Nk are poorly known at the beginning of the classi-
fication process but are corrected by iteration of the process
to convergence. Final values of Nk/(LkVk) may be seen in
Table 2.

Bi(h,�) is the probability density (per unit area) that an
earthquake that occurs on step i will appear to occur at the
latitude and longitude of the actual earthquake in question
(Fig. 2). Using a local coordinate system aligned with step
i, we define B as the product of a function of distance f across
the step, and another function of distance s along the length
of the step: Bi(h,�) � Xi(fi(h,�))Yi(si(h,�)).

The variation of probability across the step is known
from the previous section, which determined apparent half-
widths hk for each of the classes (and two asymmetric half-
widths for subduction zones), defined as twice the rms dis-
tance of relevant earthquakes from boundaries of that class.
Therefore, these half-widths are comparable with twice the
standard deviations of normal distributions. Let fi be the
“offset” of surface point (h,�) from the peak of the seismic-
ity distribution for step i. (This peak occurs on the trace of
step i for all classes except subduction zones.) Then, we
approximate:

2 22�1 exp(�2f /h ); |f | � hi k i kX � (4)i � 0; |f | � h0.95 i kph� k

for the six symmetric step classes, with a comparable but
asymmetric formula for subduction zones (Fig. 2). The trun-
cation of Xi at the apparent half-width hk is necessary to
honor the definition introduced in the previous section.

Local variable s expresses position along a horizontal
axis parallel to the step, with values of 0 and �i at its ends.
Earthquakes actually caused by this step should only appear
beyond the ends of the step due to step location error and/
or earthquake location error, but not due to finite width of
the plate boundary, or the effects of faults dipping away from
the surface trace. These errors are not expected to exceed
65 km (compare sums of rows 3 and 4 in Table 1), which is
much less than the half-width of any of the boundary classes.
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Figure 3. Angular PDF E (equation 6) associated
with the minimum three-dimensional rotation angle
that will transform an actual normalized double-cou-
ple moment tensor into that of a model earthquake.
Pairs of focal mechanisms are shown to illustrate an-
gular discrepancies of (left to right) 15�, 45�, and 90�.
Small angular discrepancies are tolerated with little
penalty in assigned probability, but discrepancies ap-
proaching 90� are not permitted, because in some
cases this would imply that slip actually occurred in
the “wrong” direction on the associated model fault
plane. Earthquakes whose E is zero with respect to
one model earthquake may still match a different
model earthquake on the same boundary step, or a
model earthquake of an adjacent plate-boundary step.
If no possible match exists, they are assumed to be
intraplate earthquakes.

Figure 4. Enumeration of the model earthquakes
associated with each kind of plate-boundary step.
Several distinct mechanisms can be produced along a
boundary step that is neither parallel nor orthogonal
to relative plate velocity. Slip can be partitioned be-
tween pure strike slip and pure dip slip on faults of
vertical and lesser dip (sharing the same trace and
strike), or slip can be oblique on a single dipping fault.
In CRB, OSR, OCB, and CCB steps, the sense of dip
of the fault(s) is not known, giving two distinct pos-
sible mechanisms in the cases of oblique slip. In cases
of partitioned dip slip, we approximate all possible
normal (or thrust) faults by a generic normal (or
thrust) mechanism with nodal planes dipping 45� each
way. Because of the tolerance allowed by the E func-
tion (Fig. 3), possible dip variations of � 20� will not
significantly affect the estimated probabilities of a
match between actual and model mechanisms.

Therefore, we assume a more rapid variation of Y along this
axis: we use the product of two normal cumulative distri-
bution functions to produce a “smoothed boxcar” function:

s �

2 2 2 2�s� /2r �(s��l ) /2riY (s (h,�)) � c e ds� e ds� (5)i i � � ��� �
�� s

where 2r � 65 km, and c is computed so that

.

�

Y (s)ds � 1i�
��

Subscript j � 1, . . ., 5 in (2) distinguishes among a set
of (up to) five “model earthquakes” for each boundary class
k, which are customized to the particular trace azimuth and
relative plate velocity azimuth of step i. All model earth-
quakes are double-couple sources. Cij is the relative proba-
bility of the different types of model earthquake, with

. Dij(z,h,�) is the probability density that thisC � 1� ijj�1,5

type of model earthquake takes place at depth z, with

.
70 km

D dz � 1ij�
0

Finally, Eij( ) is the probability density that normalizedˆ̃M

moment tensor has the right mechanism to be model earth-ˆ̃M
quake type j on step i. We approximate E as a function of a
single scalar measure: the size of the minimum three-
dimensional rotation U necessary to make the principal axes
of the model earthquake and the actual earthquake coincide
(Kagan, 1991b). We design E (Fig. 3) so that it is zero for
rotations greater than a limiting angle Um:

23 1 � (U/U ) ; U � Um mE(U) � (6)� 0; U � U2U mm

This guarantees that an actual earthquake will never be as-
sociated with a plate boundary on which it would imply the
wrong sense of slip. If moment tensors were free from error,
and the only reason for unexpected directions of moment
tensor axes were the low friction of some faults, then one
might choose Um as 45�. However, Kagan (2003) compared
paired moment tensors of shallow earthquakes from different
catalogs and found a median relative rotation of 22�. This
suggests that tensors in each catalog may be rotated from
the true mechanisms by median amounts of about 15�.
Therefore, we adopt a more permissive limit of Um � 60�.

When defining model earthquakes for each type of
boundary step, it is important to consider the general case,
in which the step is neither parallel nor perpendicular to the
relative plate velocity. Then no single focal mechanism with
a vertical principal axis can produce the necessary heave
(horizontal component of slip) vector, so either oblique
mechanisms or partitioned mechanisms are required (Fig. 4).
For oblique mechanisms, we assume that the heave vector
is parallel to relative plate velocity, but that fault strike is
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parallel to the plate-boundary step. If the sense of dip of the
boundary fault is unknown (CRB, CCB, OSR, OCB) then two
oblique mechanisms could occur. Another possibility is that
slip is partitioned into pure strike slip and pure dip slip on
faults of vertical and lesser dip, respectively, that strike par-
allel to the step. In cases of partitioned dip slip, we approx-
imate all possible normal (or thrust) faults by a generic nor-
mal (or thrust) mechanism with nodal planes dipping 45�
each way. Because of the tolerance allowed by the E func-
tion (Fig. 3), possible dip variations of �20� will not sig-
nificantly affect the estimated probabilities of a match be-
tween actual and model mechanisms.

For an extensional boundary step (CRB or OSR) model
earthquakes 1 and 2 have oblique slip on planes dipping 55�
to either side of the fault trace. There is an alternative pos-
sibility of slip partitioning between purely dip-slip normal
faults (earthquake 3) and vertical strike-slip faults (earth-
quake 4). The probability of the partitioned strike-slip model
is assumed proportional to the cosine of the angle between
boundary and relative plate-velocity azimuths, whereas the
remaining probability is divided equally among the normal-
faulting models 1–3.

For nominally strike-slip plate boundaries (CTF and
OTF) there are three model earthquakes. Primary model 1 is
strike slip on a vertical plane. Model events 2 and 3 are
normal and thrust events, respectively, on other faults strik-
ing parallel to the transform, which accommodate exten-
sional or compressional components of relative velocity.
Model PB2002 is not accurate enough to predict the sense
of these components, so we include both dip-slip model
earthquakes for each transform. However, because model
PB2002 restricts the designation CTF and OTF to boundaries
within 20� of the relative plate-velocity azimuth, we expect
the mean rate of transform-normal strain to be less than 17%
of transform-parallel strain, and set Ci2 � Ci3 � 0.085.

For a convergent boundary step (CCB or OCB) model
earthquakes 1 and 2 have oblique slip on planes dipping 20�
to either side of the fault trace. It is also possible that slip is
partitioned into pure thrusting (earthquake 3) and pure strike
slip (earthquake 4) on faults of different dip that strike par-
allel to the boundary. Again, the probability of the strike-
slip model is assumed proportional to the cosine of the angle
between boundary and relative plate-velocity azimuths,
whereas the remaining probability is divided equally among
the other three models.

For subduction zones (SUB), the five model earthquakes
are: (1) oblique slip on the main interplate thrust fault, with
heave parallel to relative plate velocity and slip plunging
gently toward the volcanic arc (according to a quadratic
model of the depth to the top of the slab); (2) pure dip slip
on the interplate thrust fault (due to partitioning); (3) slip
parallel to the trench on a vertical strike-slip fault striking
parallel to the trench (also due to partitioning); (4), down-
dip extension due to plane-strain bending within the sub-
ducting slab, usually (but not always) in the upper half of
the double seismic zone; and (5) down-dip compression due

to plane-strain bending within the subducting slab, usually
(but not always) in the lower half of the double seismic
zone.

The depth functions Dij(z,h,�) are used to express our
a priori knowledge of the likely depths of these model earth-
quakes. With two exceptions, they are based on a normal
cumulative distribution,

�

22��(z��d (h, )) /2Dij jkD (z,h,�) � e dz�, (7)ij �
z

for earthquakes expected to be above dij(h,�), or,

z

22��(z��d (h, )) /2Dij jkD (z,h,�) � e dz�, (8)ij �
��

for earthquakes expected to be below dij(h,�), where dij(h,�)
is the cutoff depth, and Djk is the combined uncertainty in
cutoff depth and earthquake depth. For all model earth-
quakes on all non-SUB steps, we use a uniform d of 25 km
(as the maximum depth) and D of 15 km (Fig. 5). The same
function applies to model earthquake 3 of subduction zones
(partitioned strike slip in the arc). However, plate-bending
model earthquakes (nos. 4 and 5) in SUB steps have mini-
mum expected depths that vary spatially in accord with the
model depth of the subducting slab. The depth function D
for interplate thrust earthquakes (nos. 1 and 2) in SUB steps
is a Gaussian probable density function (PDF) centered on
the model depth of the top of the slab. As in the design of
SUB model earthquakes, the depth to the top of the slab is
assumed to be a quadratic function of distance from the
trench, with its own standard error of 10%. Although these
rules add complexity to the classification process, we have
found them to be necessary to prevent large normal-faulting
earthquakes located at 40- to 70-km depths (probably oc-
curring in subducting slabs) from being associated with
backarc-spreading centers (OSR and CRB) that overlie many
subduction zones.

Each seismic catalog has events for which the depth
could only be constrained as “shallow.” In the Harvard CMT
catalog, these events are listed at the traditional NEIC default
depth of 33 km (G. Ekström, personal comm., 2002). In the
Pacheco and Sykes (1992) catalog, these events (about half)
are listed with depths of 0 km. In these situations, we omit
the depth factor D.

Another problem with the early instrumental record
(1900–1975) from the Pacheco and Sykes (1992) catalog is
that full moment tensors are not available. Some earthquakes
have a generic mechanism (such as “thrust” or “normal”)
and in these cases we simplify the E term to a binary choice
of 0 (when the model earthquake and actual earthquake are
of different generic types) or 1 (when they are the same
generic type). When no mechanism information is available,
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Figure 5. Depth PDFs D associated with model
earthquakes. Most are based on integrated normal dis-
tributions, reflecting the hypothesis that the earth-
quake is above (solid line), or below (dashed line), a
cutoff depth. Only slab-interior model earthquakes in
subduction zones have a minimum depth (at the top
of the slab, whose depth varies spatially). Most other
model earthquakes have a fixed maximum depth. The
depth PDF for intraplate-thrusting model earthquakes
in SUB steps (dotted curve) is based on a normal dis-
tribution centered on the estimated depth of the top
of the slab, which for purposes of this figure is also
taken as 25 km, but which varies spatially in actual
classification. The smoothness of these D functions is
appropriate because both actual earthquake depths
and model cutoff (or slab-top) depths contain errors.

we simply omit the mechanism factor E. These inconsisten-
cies in relative-probability formulas between earthquakes do
not cause any problems because we only compare relative
probabilities of different plate-boundary steps for one earth-
quake; we never compare relative probabilities between dif-
ferent earthquakes.

Results

Maximum-Probability Subcatalogs. To establish the rela-
tive seismicities of the different boundary classes (Nk), this
algorithm was run repeatedly on 5244 shallow (z � 70 km)
earthquakes from the Harvard CMT catalog (1 January 1977
to 30 September 2002) above Mt � 3.5 � 1017 N m (mt �
5.66). This part of the catalog is believed to be complete
(Bird et al., 2002; Kagan, 2003). After five iterations, the
results (excluding orogens) were the following: CRB 134
(3%), CTF 198 (5%), CCB 274 (7%), OSR 142 (4%), OTF
838 (21%), OCB 105 (3%), SUB 2049 (52%), and INT 199

(5%). The designation of 5% of nonorogenic shallow earth-
quakes as intraplate is consistent with the way in which the
apparent half-widths were chosen in the preceding section.

These figures are global totals, from boundary classes
that have different net lengths and different mean rates. It is
interesting to know relative seismicity levels for common
length and relative plate velocity. We make a reasonable
assumption that seismicity within most boundary classes is
proportional to relative plate velocity. Preliminary results of
Bird et al. (2000) showed that this appears to be true in SUB
and CTF boundaries. Kreemer et al. (2002) demonstrated
linearity for SUB boundaries. However, Bird et al. (2002)
showed that OSR boundaries have something like an inverse
dependence. To minimize confusion due to this effect, we
scale seismicity of other classes to 48 mm/a, which is the
mean rate of OSR boundaries. Note that this is 20% higher
than the length-weighted mean velocity of all plate bound-
aries worldwide (39.6 mm/a; Bird, 2003).

These scaled rates are presented in Table 2. The highest
and lowest rates differ by a factor of CCB/OSR � 25, which
confirms our basic assumption that it is valuable to divide
earthquakes by plate-boundary class. The only case where it
might appear that we have introduced an unnecessary dis-
tinction is CTF/OTF, for which the rate ratio is 1.01. How-
ever, we shall see that these classes have different seismic-
ities at higher thresholds.

In preparation for the classification of the Pacheco and
Sykes (1992) catalog (Ms � 7), we also determine the rela-
tive seismicity factors Nk from earthquakes in the Harvard
CMT catalog at a similar threshold of Mt � 3.5 � 1019 N
m (mt � 6.99). We use the 224 largest shallow events from
CMT (1 January 1977 to 30 September 2002), augmented by
the 15 largest shallow events from the 1976 catalog of Ek-
ström and Nettles (1997). After three iterations, the con-
verged results (excluding orogens) are the following: CRB 4
(3%), CTF 9 (6%), CCB 10 (6%), OSR 1 (1%), OTF 6 (4%),
OCB 10 (6%), SUB 111 (71%), and INT 6 (4%). Although
these counts are small and therefore less reliable, it appears
that the proportion of OSR and OTF events has dropped, the
proportion of OCB and SUB events has risen, and the other
four classes retain their former proportions.

When we analyze the 1900–1975 portion of the Pacheco
and Sykes (1992) catalog with these Nk values, the results
(excluding orogens) are the following: CRB 8 (2%), CTF 34
(8%), CCB 27 (7%), OSR 1 (0%), OTF 15 (4%), OCB 22
(5%), SUB 275 (68%), and INT 21 (5%). Although these are
slightly different from the 1976–2002 values, we do not per-
form any iteration. This is because we consider the modern
catalog, with its moment tensors and consistently accurate
locations, to be a better basis for estimating relative seis-
micity levels Nk than the early instrumental catalog, even
though the early catalog is three times longer. In fact, three
erroneous results were noted in this classification set: the
Tokyo (or Kwanto) earthquake of 1 September 1923 was
classified as a CCB event associated with the Japan Alps, but
the pattern of uplift and lack of subaerial ground breakage
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showed that it was a SUB event. The 11 November 1922
tsunamigenic Chile earthquake and the 28 March 1964
Alaska earthquake, also known to be SUB events, were clas-
sified as INT/orogen because poor locations and/or unusually
wide forearcs caused them to fall too far from their associ-
ated trenches. These misclassifications were corrected man-
ually. Presumably, there were additional undetected mis-
classifications of earthquakes that are less famous.

Monte Carlo Subcatalogs. Five alternative sets of Monte
Carlo subcatalogs were also computed, to permit testing of
the sensitivity of all our results to residual uncertainties in
classification (as explained in Algorithms). When computing
multiple realizations of the Monte Carlo classification of a
catalog, we use iteration to represent the effects of the sto-
chastic uncertainty in the Nk values. Classification is started
by using Nk from the maximum-probability results quoted
above and continued for five iterations to allow the Nk to
adjust to the Monte Carlo classification rule. Then, an ad-
ditional five iterations were recorded, giving five complete
sets of subcatalogs, to give a rough measure of the new sto-
chastic equilibrium and its variations.

With the shallow complete part of the CMT catalog (1
January 1977 to 30 September 2002, z � 70 km, Mt � 3.5
� 1017 N m, mt � 5.66) the range of results in these latter
five iterations was (excluding orogens): CRB, 136–150 (3%–
4%); CTF, 195–209 (5%); CCB, 229–249 (6%); OSR, 150–
158 (4%); OTF, 809–827 (21%); OCB, 122–141 (3%–4%);
SUB, 2037–2065 (52%); INT, 199 (5%). The most noticeable
change is that the CCB count is lower by 25–45 events and
OCB is higher by 17–36. Apparently events have been trans-
ferred between these two categories along plate boundaries
that are consistently convergent but that alternate between
“oceanic” and “continental” classification because of varia-
tions in water depth.

With the moment tensor catalog of large earthquakes
(Mt � 3.5 � 1019 N m, mt � 6.99, Ekström and Nettles
(1997) catalog for 1976 plus CMT 1 January 1977 to 30
September 2002) the range of results in these latter five it-
erations was (excluding orogens): CRB, 3–5 (2%–3%);
CTF, 6–11 (4%–7%); CCB, 10–12 (6%–8%); OSR, 1 (1%);
OTF, 6–8 (4%–5%), OCB, 8–20 (5%–13%); SUB, 109–112
(69%–71%); INT, 6 (4%). All ranges include the previous
maximum-probability results.

As before, we classified the 1900–1975 portion of the
Pacheco and Sykes (1992) catalog with the Nk values from
the preceding paragraph (including their random variations
over five iterations), rather than using self-consistent empir-
ical values. The range of results (excluding orogens) was:
CRB, 6–12 (1%–3%); CTF, 29–39 (7%–10%); CCB, 24–28
(6%–7%); OSR, 1–2 (0%); OTF, 13–20 (3%–5%); OCB, 24–
26 (6%); SUB, 265–272 (66%–67%); INT, 21 (5%). Most
ranges include the previous maximum-probability result, ex-
cept that class OCB has 2–4 more and class SUB has 4–11
fewer.

All subcatalogs discussed in this article are shown in an
electronic supplement ( E available online at the SSA Web
site). Plots of log-cumulative-number versus magnitude can
also be found there for each of the maximum-probability
subcatalogs.

Tapered Gutenberg-Richter Distributions

To obtain the long-term-average moment rate for each
class of plate boundary, it is not enough to sum the moments
of earthquakes in each subcatalog. This gives unstable re-
sults because so much of the moment resides in the largest
earthquake (McCaffrey, 1997; Holt et al., 2000). Also, it
misses the contributions to moment rate of very large but
very rare earthquakes, as well as the contribution of earth-
quakes too small to be detected by the network. Therefore,
we prefer to fit a model frequency/moment distribution to
each subcatalog and then integrate the model moment rate
over all moments.

In this study we use the tapered Gutenberg-Richter dis-
tribution (Jackson and Kagan, 1999, Kagan and Jackson,
2000), defined by

�bM M � MtG(M,M ,b,M ) � exp , (9)t c 	 
 	 
M Mt c

where G is the fraction of earthquakes (by event count) in
the catalog with moment exceeding M, Mt is the threshold
moment for completeness of the catalog, b is the asymptotic
spectral slope at small moments, and Mc is the corner mo-
ment. The exponential term involving the corner moment
guarantees that this distribution of moments has a finite in-
tegral for b � 1. Using (1), there is a corner magnitude mc

associated with Mc, and a threshold magnitude mt associated
with Mt. In log-frequency/magnitude plots it is natural to
compare 3b/2 with the traditional Gutenberg-Richter slope
parameter b. However, it should be remembered that b is
defined as the mean slope in the accessible magnitude range,
whereas 3b/2 is defined as the asymptotic slope at magni-
tudes much less than mc.

As in many previous studies (since Kagan, 1991a), we
use the maximum-likelihood method to estimate the param-
eters b and Mc (or mc) for each subcatalog. We compute the
log-likelihood function �, which is the natural logarithm of
the likelihood that the given catalog would be observed if
the current trial values of b and Mc were correct, under the
constraint of fixed catalog size. For the tapered Gutenberg-
Richter distribution,

N1
l � Nb ln(M ) � NM � Mt t � i	 
M i�1c

N N
b 1

� b ln(M ) � ln � (10)� i � 	 
M Mi�1 i�1 i c

(Kagan and Jackson, 2000; Kagan, 2002a), where N is the
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number of earthquakes in the catalog with Mi � Mt. This
function is evaluated for many points on a grid of (b, Mc)
values, which has linear variation along the b axis and log-
arithmic variation along the Mc axis (or linear variation along
the associated mc axis). The highest log-likelihood is des-
ignated as �max; the associated values (b, Mc or mc) are the
maximum-likelihood estimates of these parameters (Fig. 6).
For large N, the absolute value of the error in either param-
eter has the distribution known as (chi-squared with 22v2

degrees of freedom) with respect to an independent variable
defined as w � 2(�max � �). Therefore, the 95% confidence
limits on the parameters can be found along the contour
w � 5.99, corresponding to � � �max � 2.995. For con-
venience, we add a constant to all values of � in each plot
to adjust �max to the value �3, so that the zero contour is
approximately the 95% confidence limit.

If the subcatalog is large, is homogeneous, includes
earthquakes near or above the corner moment, and has an
Mc/Mt ratio of 100 or more, the limiting contour typically
has an elliptical form, with both parameters well determined
(Fig. 6G, H). If the Mc/Mt ratio is less, the ellipse of good
solutions is replaced by a curved diagonal swath, expressing
a trade-off between b and Mc (Fig. 6D). This happens when
the range of earthquake moments is insufficient to define the
curvature of the log-frequency/log-moment relation. If the
subcatalog lacks sufficient large earthquakes, the plot may
have a zero contour that is open to infinity in the positive
Mc direction (Fig. 6A, B, C, E, F, I). This is because trial
Mc values much larger than the largest Mi in the subcatalog
all result in straight-line (Gutenberg-Richter) distribution
models in the range Mt � M � sup(Mi), and such models
are indistinguishable from one another. In tables, we use a

Figure 6. (Caption on next page.)
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query (?) to indicate that an upper limit for the corner mag-
nitude was not found.

Because the analysis of the CMT catalog (excluding or-
ogens) frequently cannot determine an upper bound on cor-
ner magnitude, we also analyzed subcatalogs that were ex-
tended in two ways. First, we formed “merged” subcatalogs
of large earthquakes for 1 January 1900 to 30 September
2002 by combining the 1900–1975 portions of the subcata-
logs from Pacheco and Sykes (1992) with the large earth-
quakes (Mt � 3.5 � 1019 N m, mt � 6.99) from the 1976
subcatalogs derived from Ekström and Nettles (1997) and
from the CMT subcatalogs. Second, we included earthquakes
from plate-boundary steps lying within orogens. (This in-
cludes the thrust earthquakes of the Himalayan front and the
28 March 1964 Alaska earthquake, for example. Inclusion
of orogens is indicated by keyword “all” instead of keyword
“pure” in file names in the electronic supplement [ E avail-
able online at the SSA Web site].) Analyzing these merged
subcatalogs (Fig. 7), we find that the b values are much more
uncertain than those obtained from the CMT catalog because
of the smaller Mc/Mt ratio and some problems of complete-
ness and consistency in the early instrumental record. There-
fore, we fix b at the 1977–2002 CMT value, and redefine
�max as the highest log-likelihood occurring in that column
of the log-likelihood grid, and define the associated Mc as
the constrained maximum-likelihood estimate of corner mo-
ment. In this conditional case, the maximum-likelihood es-
timation is for a single parameter, so the absolute value of
the error in the parameter has the distribution known as 2v1

(chi-squared with 1 degree of freedom) with respect to w �

2(�max � �). Therefore, the 95% confidence limits on the
parameter can be found at the two points where w � 3.84
and � � �max � 1.92.

These merged catalogs show a stair-step pattern in their
log-frequency/magnitude distributions with period 0.1 mag-
nitude units, which results from prior rounding of surface-
wave magnitudes to the nearest multiple of 0.1 by early re-
searchers. To minimize any effects this might have on model
distributions that we fit in this article, we adopt a moment
threshold of Mt � 5.1 � 1019 N m (mt � 7.10), which is
actually centered between two steps. This slightly higher
threshold also allows for the possibility of threshold inflation
during conversion of magnitude scales. Tests showed that
varying this threshold magnitude by � 0.05 in steps of 0.01
does not change resulting corner magnitudes (at fixed b) by
more than 0.02 (large subcatalogs) to 0.05 (small subcata-
logs).

Results from these maximum-likelihood analyses will
be discussed in the next paragraphs. Results from analyses
of the CMT and merged maximum-probability subcatalogs
are summarized in Table 3. Mean results from the five sets
of Monte Carlo subcatalogs are shown in Table 4. In general,
these are similar to the maximum-probability results; one
exception will be noted in the OTF category. All uncertain-
ties quoted are 95% confidence limits.

CRB. Continental Rift Boundaries include the East Africa
rift, Baikal rift, and Okinawa Trough, and less famous sub-
marine rifts (with water depth � 2000 m) in the Aru Trough

Figure 6. Contour maps of relative log-
likelihood, showing preferred value (at peak,
�3) and 95% confidence interval (within zero
contour) of the parameters b and Mc (or mc) of
tapered Gutenberg-Richter frequency/moment
distributions fit to maximum-probability sub-
catalogs derived from nonorogen regions and
the Harvard CMT catalog (1 January 1977 to
30 September 2002; called “CMT pure” sub-
catalogs): (A) CRB; (B) CTF; (C) CCB; (D)
OSR/normal faulting; (E) OSR/other mecha-
nisms; (F) OTF/3–39 mm/a; (G) OTF/40–68
mm/a; (H) OTF/69–263 mm/a; (I) OCB; (J)
SUB. Compare with upper part of Table 3,
which lists threshold moments.
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Figure 7. Contour maps of relative log-
likelihood for tapered Gutenberg-Richter fre-
quency/moment distributions fit to maximum-
probability “merged” subcatalogs of the
merged (1 January 1900 to 30 September 2002)
catalog of large (M � 5.1 � 1019 N m) shallow
earthquakes: (A) CRB; (B) CTF; (C) CCB; (D)
OTF/3–39 mm/a; (E) OCB; (F) SUB. Format as
in Figure 6. Compare with lower part of Table
3, which lists threshold moments. These sub-
catalogs include orogen regions and the years
1900–1976. The threshold magnitude is higher
than in Figure 6, making it difficult to resolve
b in most cases. Vertical dotted lines indicate
the best estimate of b from the CMT subcata-
logs (excluding orogens) in Figure 6, and cor-
ner magnitude is inferred from relative log-
likelihood values along this line, with 95%
confidence ranges shown by the double-headed
arrows.

and parts of the Lau-Havre Trough. We believe the CMT
subcatalog to be complete above Mt � 1.13 � 1017 N m
(mt � 5.33) (Kagan, 2003); this gives 286 events. The zero
contour of the log-likelihood plot (Fig. 6A) is open toward
large corner magnitudes, so an upper limit is lacking
( ). When we form merged 1900–2002 sub-�?m � 7.3c �0.4

catalogs of m � 7.10 CRB events, they are very small (9–
17 events) because the threshold is now almost equal to the
corner magnitude. Nevertheless, by assuming the modern
CMT value of b � 0.65. (Fig. 7A), we can extract weak
upper limits on corner magnitude: from the�0.82m � 7.60c �0.26

maximum-probability subcatalog, and from�0.72m � 7.68c �0.25

the mean of results from the five Monte Carlo subcatalogs.

CTF. Well-known Continental Transform Faults include
the North Anatolia fault, Quetta fault,* Sagaing fault,* Al-

pine fault, San Andreas fault,* and Bocono fault. (*These
faults are in orogens.) However, about half of the total fault
length and seismicity comes from short, mostly submarine
faults in the western Pacific margins. CMT seismicity which
falls in the CTF subcatalog (excluding orogens) has a nearly
straight-line log-frequency/magnitude distribution, so
maximum-likelihood analysis gives well-constrained b �
0.65 � 0.12 but incomplete information on the corner mag-
nitude (�7.52, estimate 8.02, Fig. 6B). Assuming that the
same b applies to the merged subcatalog of all large CTF
earthquakes in 1900–2002 (52 � Mt � 5.1 � 1019 N m),
we obtain a constrained corner magnitude of (Fig.�0.478.03�0.22

7B), which agrees with the CMT estimate. The four largest
CTF events in the Pacheco and Sykes (1992) catalog have
moments from the literature, so scaling from surface-wave
magnitudes is unlikely to have biased this estimate.
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Table 3
Tapered Gutenberg-Richter Frequency-Magnitude Parameters of Maximum-Probability Subcatalogs

Class

Catalogs

CRB
Continental

Rift
Boundary

CTF
Continental
Transform

Fault

CCB
Continental
Convergent
Boundary

OSR
Oceanic Spreading

Ridge

OTF
Oceanic Transform Fault,
by Plate Velocity, (mm/a)

OCB
Oceanic

Convergent
Boundary

SUB
SUB-

duction
ZoneNormal Other 3–39 40–68 69–263

Harvard CMT Catalog (01/01/77–09/30/02)
Threshold, Mt, N m 1.13 � 1017 3.5 � 1017 3.5 � 1017 1.13 � 1017 2 � 1017 3.5 � 1017

All earthquakes* 353* 272* 357* 458* 77* 428* 447* 416* 119* 2723*
Excluding orogens 286 198 274 422 64 400 413 385 105 2049
Slope, b 0.65 0.65 0.62 0.93 0.82 0.64 0.65 0.71 0.51 0.64

�0.11 �0.12 �0.10 0.61–1 0.58–1 �0.08 �0.11 �0.11 0.39–0.66 �0.04
Corner magnitude, mc 7.30 8.02 7.48 5.87 7.40 7.98 6.57 6.63 7.77 8.20

6.90–? 7.52–? 7.18–? 5.7–6.04 6.68–? 7.42–? 6.4–6.84 6.46–7.01 7.42–? 7.96–9.10

Pacheco and Sykes [1992] catalog (1900–1975) and Ekström and Nettles [1997] catalog (1976): Ms � 7
Threshold, Mt, N m 5.1 � 1019

All earthquakes* 10* 42* 32* 1* 7* 1* 3* 21* 275*
Excluding orogens 9 30 19 1 7 1 3 18 218

Three catalogs merged (1900–2002): Ms � 7
Threshold, Mt, N m 5.1 � 1019

All earthquakes* 11* 51* 45* 11* 28* 389*
Slope, b 0.65† 0.65† 0.62† 0.64† 0.51† 0.64†

Corner magnitude, mc 7.60* 8.03* 8.43* 8.12* 8.03* 9.58*
7.34–8.42 7.81–8.50 8.03–? 7.73–? 7.82–8.51 9.12–?

*Including earthquakes in the 13 orogens.
†From CMT results.
All ranges are 95% confidence limits.

Table 4
Tapered Gutenberg-Richter Frequency-Magnitude Parameters from Mean of Five Sets of Monte Carlo Subcatalogs

Class

Catalogs

CRB
Continental

Rift
Boundary

CTF
Continental
Transform

Fault

CCB
Continental
Convergent
Boundary

OSR
Oceanic Spreading

Ridge

OTF
Oceanic Transform Fault,
by Plate Velocity, (mm/a)

OCB
Oceanic

Convergent
Boundary

SUB
SUB-

duction
ZoneNormal Other 3–39 40–68 69–263

Harvard CMT catalog (01/01/77–09/30/02)
Threshold, Mt, N m 1.13 � 1017 3.5 � 1017 3.5 � 1017 1.13 � 1017 2 � 1017 3.5 � 1017

All earthquakes* 347.2* 280.6* 320.4* 463.8* 104.6* 421.6* 431.8* 398.2* 148.0* 2733.4*
Excluding orogens 285.8 199.0 244.8 426.6 88.2 396.0 400.8 368.2 130.4 2056.6
Slope, b 0.64 0.64 0.61 0.91 0.82 0.63 0.64 0.76 0.54 0.64

�0.10 �0.12 �0.10 0.59–1 0.61–1 �0.08 �0.11 �0.11 �0.13 �0.04
Corner Magnitude, mc 7.44 8.01 7.48 5.85 7.38 7.97 6.53 7.14 7.77 8.21

7.02–? 7.50–? 7.18–? 5.7–6.05 6.71–? 7.42–? 6.37–6.79 6.76–? 7.41–? 7.97–9.10

Pacheco and Sykes [1992] catalog (1900–1975) and Ekström and Nettles [1997] catalog (1976): Ms � 7
Threshold, Mt, N m 5.1 � 1019

All earthquakes* 12.8* 39.6* 31.4* 1.6* 5.2* 3.4* 4.4* 21.8* 272.0*
Excluding orogens 10.0 30.6 19.2 1.6 5.2 3.4 4.2 19.2 214.2

Three catalogs merged (1900–2002): Ms � 7
Threshold, Mt, N m 5.1 � 1019

All earthquakes* 14.2* 49.6* 44.2* 7.8* 29.6* 384.0*
Slope, b 0.64† 0.64† 0.61† 0.63† 0.54† 0.64†

Corner magnitude, mc 7.68* 7.99* 8.50* 8.16* 8.06* 9.58*
7.43–8.40 7.78–8.46 8.12–? 7.72–? 7.82–8.62 9.13–?

*Including earthquakes in the 13 orogens.
†From CMT results.
All ranges are 95% confidence limits.
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CCB. About 46% of the total length of Continental Con-
vergent Boundaries lies in orogens, especially the Alpine-
Himalayan chain. Nonorogen CCB events are concentrated
in southern Central America and northern South America,
in the Japan Sea, around Taiwan, and around New Guinea.
This subcatalog (excluding orogens) is large enough (274
events � Mt � 3.5 � 1017 N m / mt � 5.66 by maximum
probability) to give a well-constrained b � 0.62 � 0.10,
and a best estimate of corner magnitude as 7.48 (�7.18),
but because the zero contour does not close (Fig. 6C), there
is no upper limit. When we analyze the merged catalog for
1900–2002, including orogens, its small size (45 events �
Mt � 5.1 � 1019 N m / mt � 7.10) and nonideal frequency/
moment distribution led to a very broad log-likelihood max-
imum (Fig. 7C), and it is essential that we constrain b at the
modern value. Then the corner magnitude is 8.43 (�8.03;
no upper limit); this result would have been �0.5 lower
without the Assam earthquake of 15 August 1950, m �
8.62. (Although the five largest events in this subcatalog are
all from the Pacheco and Sykes [1992] catalog, only one
moment was scaled from surface-wave magnitude, and the
moment of the critical Assam event was supported by three
studies from the literature.) We will use this larger corner
magnitude in further analysis, because it is based on four
times as many years of experience and twice the geographic
area of the CMT result.

OSR. In a previous article (Bird et al., 2002), we studied
normal-faulting earthquakes within 63.7 km of the mid-
Ocean Spreading Ridges of plate model PB1999. We found
that they have a very low corner magnitude of 5.8 and ex-
hibit seismic coupling that decreases quasi-exponentially
with relative plate velocity. This study enlarges the data set
by: (1) using plate model PB2002, which has 27% more
length of OSR boundaries; (2) incorporating 17% more years
of the CMT record, (3) allowing some earthquakes with other
focal mechanisms to be associated with OSR boundaries
(�15%�22%), and (4) using 132 km as the apparent half-
width.

The greatest change comes from the third factor, per-
mitting other focal mechanisms. In the maximum-probability
CMT subcatalog the three largest events have strike-slip
mechanisms, and their magnitudes are so much larger than
the largest normal-faulting events (by �0.5 to �1.5) that
they produce a composite log-frequency/magnitude curve
that is concave upward. This cannot be well fit by a tapered
Gutenberg-Richter distribution, and if a fit is forced the re-
sult is b � 1, which is dubious because the integrated mo-
ment would diverge for M r 0. Therefore, we have chosen
to separate all OSR subcatalogs derived from CMT into “nor-
mal-faulting” subcatalogs (comparable with those of Bird et
al., 2002) and subcatalogs of “other” mechanisms (over-
whelmingly strike slip). The normal-faulting results (Fig.
6D, Tables 3 and 4) are then very similar to what we found
before: for example, for the maximum-probability subca-

talog, mc � 5.87�0.17 and . (The large un-�0.07b � 0.93�0.32

certainty in b is caused by the corner magnitude lying so
close to the threshold mt � 5.33.) Results on “other” focal
mechanisms (among which the 22 largest events are strike
slip) are inconclusive, except that b � 0.58 and mc � 6.68.
Therefore, the corner magnitude for OSR strike-slip events
is definitely higher than that for normal faulting.

Since the OSR subcatalogs formed from the 1900–1975
portion of the Pacheco and Sykes (1992) catalog have only
one to two events (and these have unknown focal mecha-
nisms), we have not studied any merged twentieth-century
subcatalogs for OSR boundaries.

OTF. In our previous article (Bird et al., 2002) we ana-
lyzed CMT strike-slip earthquakes within 111 km of Oceanic
Transform Fault boundaries in plate model PB1999. We
found that corner magnitude decreases as relative plate ve-
locity increases; by splitting the subcatalog into three ap-
proximately equal parts by plate velocity we found mc �
7.06, 6.59, and 6.37 at 1–39 mm/a, 39–67 mm/a, and 67–
152 mm/a, respectively. This study enlarges the data set by
(1) using plate model PB2002, which has 8% more total
length of OTF; (2) incorporating 17% more years of CMT
records, (3) allowing some earthquakes of non-strike-slip fo-
cal mechanisms to be associated with OTFs; and (4) using
128 km as the apparent half-width. These changes would
combine to yield 50% more OTF earthquakes (above Mt �
2 � 1017 N m / mt � 5.50), except that now we exclude
orogens from most analyses; still, there are 40% more than
before. As before, we label all earthquakes with the relative
plate velocity of their associated OTF steps, sort by velocity,
and split the subcatalog into three roughly equal-sized parts,
which now span 3–39 mm/a, 40–68 mm/a, and 69–263 mm/
a, respectively.

In our previous study the large m � 8.06 earthquake of
23 May 1989 on the Macquarie Ridge was excluded because
of doubt that it occurred on an OTF. But detailed seafloor
mapping by Massell et al. (2000) showed that the region has
Tertiary oceanic crust, so we now incorporate this event in
the slow-OTF subcatalog. This earthquake is 0.87 magnitude
units larger than the next in its class (which occurred 7 years
earlier in the same vicinity) and 0.93 larger than the largest
CMT/OTF earthquake on a midocean spreading ridge. Con-
sequently, the corner magnitude increases to and�?7.98�0.56

becomes unbounded from above (Fig. 6F, Tables 3 and 4).
Results for the medium-velocity subcatalogs (Fig. 6G,

Tables 3 and 4) are similar to those found in the previous
study: (maximum-probability subcatalog)�0.27m � 6.57c �0.16

or (mean of five Monte Carlo subcatalogs).�0.26m � 6.53c �0.16

Results for the high-velocity subcatalogs (Fig. 6H, Ta-
bles 3 and 4) depend on the classification scheme: m �c

and b � 0.71�0.11 (maximum-probability sub-�0.386.63�0.17

catalog) or and b � 0.76�0.11 (mean of�?m � 7.14c �0.38

five Monte Carlo subcatalogs). The difference arises because
three of the five Monte Carlo subcatalogs contain an extra
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large earthquake that chanced to be assigned to class OTF
(instead of SUB or CCB) despite low composite OTF prob-
ability (4%–15%). In this case, it appears that the lower max-
imum-probability corner magnitude is the better choice.

When we classify and sort all 1900–1976 large OTF
earthquakes, the maximum-probability result is that seven
events (above Mt � 5.1 � 1019 N m / mt � 7.10) are added
to the slow OTF subcatalog, but only one is added to me-
dium-velocity OTF and three to fast OTF. We omit any fur-
ther analysis of the latter two subcatalogs because the infor-
mation potentially added by a few events does not justify
the risk of bias inherent in fitting only earthquakes larger
than the corner magnitude, especially pre-1976 events with
unknown mechanisms. However, the slow-OTF category is
less subject to this bias because its corner magnitude is al-
ready known to exceed 7.10; it is also interesting because it
includes the m � 8.04 earthquake of 10 November 1942 on
the Southwest Indian Ridge. The result from this merged
1900–2002 slow-OTF subcatalog is (Fig.�?m � 8.12c �0.39

7D, Tables 3 and 4), which is still lacking an upper limit.
(The third and fifth largest events in this subcatalog have
moments scaled from surface-wave magnitudes by Pacheco
and Sykes [1992].)

The continuous decline in corner magnitude with ve-
locity that we interpreted in the previous study was probably
incorrect. Instead, it now appears that medium and fast OTF
boundaries may share a common corner magnitude of about
6.6, whereas slow OTF boundaries have a much higher cor-
ner magnitude of about 8.1. It is difficult to proceed further
in studying this difference because it rests on such a small
number (�6) of critical large earthquakes.

OCB. At 6.7% of total boundary length, Oceanic Conver-
gent Boundaries are the least common type on Earth. Ex-
amples include the India-Australia plate boundary in the In-
dian Ocean, the Amur-Okhotsk boundary in the Japan Sea,
the Banda Sea-Timor boundary north of Timor, the Caro-
line-North Bismark boundary north of New Guinea, and the
Australia-Pacific boundary south from the Macquarie Ridge.
Although the CMT OCB subcatalog (excluding orogens) is
not large (105 � Mt � 3.5 � 1017 N m / mt � 5.66 by
maximum probability), it fits a tapered Gutenberg-Richter
distribution reasonably well (Fig. 6I) with �0.15b � 0.51�0.12

and (Table 3). As in other cases where an�?m � 7.77c �0.36

upper limit on corner magnitude is lacking, we also analyze
the merged 1900–2002 subcatalog (including orogens) of
large earthquakes, limiting the search to alternative corner
magnitudes at fixed b (Fig. 7E) and find .�0.48m � 8.03c �0.21

Results from Monte Carlo subcatalogs are almost identical
(Table 4), except that b � 0.54 � 0.13. (The five largest
events in this subcatalog are from Pacheco and Sykes [1992],
but all had moments directly determined rather than scaled
from surface-wave magnitude.)

SUB. Because SUBduction zones generate 52% of shallow
earthquakes (outside orogens) above M � 3.5 � 1017 N m

(m � 5.66), and 71% of such earthquakes above M � 3.5
� 1019 N m (m � 6.99), these subcatalogs are large and
could potentially be subdivided in various ways. However,
our own previous studies (Bird et al., 2000; Kagan, 2002b)
based on preliminary versions of this subcatalog showed
only one strong signal: dependence of seismicity on relative
plate velocity. Once seismicity was normalized by velocity,
it did not vary systematically with relative plate velocity,
ratio of parallel to perpendicular velocity components, esti-
mated characteristic earthquake size (Nishenko, 1991), the
time since the last major earthquake (Nishenko, 1991), or
probability of a future characteristic earthquake (Nishenko,
1991). Dependence on age of subducted seafloor was pro-
posed by Ruff and Kanamori (1980), but this hypothesis was
rejected by Pacheco et al. (1993). We do not find any com-
pelling reason to subdivide subduction zones, because 95%
of subduction zones have b values whose 95% confidence
limits include a universal value (Kagan, 1999).

By using the maximum-probability subcatalog of shal-
low CMT earthquakes (outside orogens), maximum-likeli-
hood estimates are b � 0.64 � 0.04 and .�0.90m � 8.20c �0.29

Asymptotic slope b is constrained very tightly (Fig. 6J) be-
cause of the large number of events and the wide moment
window between Mt � 3.5 � 1017 N m (m � 5.66) and Mc.
The mean results from five Monte Carlo subcatalogs are
identical (Table 4). However, it often remarked (e.g., Kagan,
2002a) that the era of the CMT catalog has yet to include a
truly great earthquake like the 22 May 1960 Chile (m �
9.64) or 28 March 1964 Alaska (m � 9.22) events, and that
26 years may not be a sufficient sample of the behavior of
SUB boundaries because of their apparently large Mc. There-
fore, we give greater credence to the corner magnitude de-
termined from the merged 1900–2002 subcatalog with Mt

� 5.1 � 1019 N m (mt � 7.10): (Tables 3�?m � 9.58c �0.46

and 4). (The five largest events in this subcatalog are from
Pacheco and Sykes [1992], but all had moments directly
determined rather than scaled from surface-wave magni-
tude.) The zero contour of relative log-likelihood is open
toward larger corner magnitudes (Fig. 7F), so no upper limit
can be determined from seismicity statistics alone.

Coupled Thickness and Seismic Coupling

The assumed relation between plate tectonics and seis-
micity is

M�1
lim � clṡda��R DtD tr�

2 2� cl v � (v sec h) z csc(h)dL (11)p o� �
where R is the moment-recording factor of the seismic net-
work (0 � R � 1), M is seismic moment, t is time, c is
seismic coupling (the fraction of frictional sliding that occurs
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Table 5
Moment Rates, Coupled Lithosphere Thicknesses, and Coupling by Plate-Boundary Class

Class

CRB CTF CCB OSR OTF OCB SUB

Continental
Rift

Boundary

Continental
Transform

Fault

Continental
Convergent
Boundary

Normal
Faulting

Other
Mechanism

Slow,
3–39 mm/a

Medium,
40–68 mm/a

Fast,
�69 mm/a

Oceanic
Convergent
Boundary

SUB-
duction
Zone

CMT moment rate*, N
m/sec

8.63 � 1011 3.45 � 1012 2.75 � 1012 2.01 � 1011 1.54 � 1011 3.14 � 1012 7.91 � 1011 7.26 � 1011 3.17 � 1012 5.17 � 1013

Events, 1977–2002.9* 285.9 198.5 259.4 424.3 77 398 406.9 376.6 117.7 2052.8
over threshold, Mt,Nm 1.13 � 1017 3.5 � 1017 3.5 � 1017 1.13 � 1017 1.13 � 1017 2 � 1017 2 � 1017 2 � 1017 3.5 � 1017 3.5 � 1017

Slope, b 0.65 � 0.11 0.65 � 0.12 0.62 � 0.10 �.070.92�.32
�0.170.82�0.33 0.64 � 0.08 0.65 � 0.11 0.73 � 0.11 0.53 � 0.13 0.64 � 0.04

Twentieth century corner
magnitude, mc

�0.777.64�0.26
�0.478.01�0.21

�?8.46�0.39
�0.195.86�0.16

�?7.39�0.70
�?8.14�0.42

�0.276.55�0.16
�0.386.63�0.17

�0.528.04�0.22
�?9.58�0.46

Model moment rate§, �2.621.67�0.44
�3.03.8�0.9

�?1.06�0.43
�3.06.7�3.5

�?1.9�0.7
�?6.7�2.8

�3.49.4�0.6
�3.69.0�1.2

�5.94.6�1.4
�?2.85�1.24

N m/s �1012 �1012 �1013 �1011 �1011 �1012 �1011 �1011 �1012 �1014

Length,* km 18,126 19,375 12,516 61,807 61,807 27,220 10,351 6,331 13,236 38,990
Mean* velocity, mm/a 18.95 21.54 18.16 46.40 7.58 20.68 57.53 97.11 19.22 61.48
Assumed dip h, deg 55 � 10� 73 � 7� 20 � 5� 55 � 10� 55 � 10� 73 � 7� 73 � 7� 73 � 7� 20 � 5� 14�
Assumed l, GPa �6.327.7�5.6

�6.327.7�5.6
�6.327.7�5.6

�5.225.7�4.7
�5.225.7�4.7

�5.225.7�4.7
�5.225.7�4.7

�5.225.7�4.7
�2149�21

�2149�21

2 2 2l cosec h v �v sec h� p o�
dl, N/sec

�2.45.5�1.2

�108

�1.94.4�1.0

�108

�3.66.0�2.0

�108

�2.35.0�1.2

�109

�1.84.7�1.3

108

�1.75.2�0.9

�108

�1.35.3�0.9

�108

�1.65.5�0.9

�108

�1.01.2�0.9

�109

�0.671.58�0.67

�1010

Coupled thickness
c z, km

�7.03.0�1.4
�118.6�4

�?18�11
�0.130.13�0.09

�?0.40�0.21
�?13�7.3

�1.11.8�0.5
�1.11.6�0.5

�13.73.8�2.3
�?18.0�10.8

Assumed seis. lith. z, km 6 12 13 8 8 14 14 14 14(?) 26§

0 � Coupling c � 1 �0.500.50�0.23
�0.280.72�0.34

�01.00�0.49
�0.0160.016�0.011

�0.950.05�0.03
�0.070.93�0.03

�0.080.13�0.03
�0.080.11�0.03

�0.730.27�0.16
�0.310.69�0.41

Limit on mc (as c � 1) (�8.53) (�8.60) �8.61 �12.71 �8.46 (�9.22) �10.16
Limit on mc (as c � 1,

if, b � 0.63)
�8.40 (�8.49) �8.67 �9.5 �8.41 (�9.99) �10.06

*Excluding earthquakes and plate-boundary steps inside the 13 orogens.
§From 14 to 40 km below sea level (Oleskevich et al., 1999).
All ranges are 95% confidence limits.

in earthquakes), l is the elastic shear modulus, ṡ is the long-
term-average slip rate of a plate-boundary fault, a is the area
of the fault with friction-dominated rheology, vp is the par-
allel component of relative plate velocity, vo is the orthog-
onal component, h is the dip of the plate-boundary fault, z
is the thickness of the seismogenic (friction-dominated part
of the) lithosphere, and L is the length along the plate-
boundary trace.

As explained in the previous section, we believe the best
available estimate of the long-term moment rate is the in-
tegral of the best-fitting tapered Gutenberg-Richter distri-
bution:

�

1 RM N:M � M �G(M,M ,b,M )t t clim � M dM, (12)�R Dt Dt �MD tr�
0

(where N: M � Mt is the number of earthquakes with mo-
ment M greater than the threshold moment Mt) using the
maximum-likelihood estimates of the parameters determined
in the previous section. These integrals are shown in Table
5 (together with rates from simple moment sums). The N
values, and therefore the integrals, are for nonorogen regions

only and have been further subdivided according to the
seven plate-boundary classes.

In equation (11), the parameters most poorly known are
in the product cz, which we call the “coupled thickness of
seismogenic lithosphere.” Therefore, we compute this prod-
uct by constraining all other variables. The geometric and
kinematic parameters of the plate tectonic model (L,vp,vo)
are available from Bird (2003) (in file PB2002_steps.dat).
The line integral of the right side of (11) is restricted to
nonorogen regions and subdivided into seven subintegrals
for each of the plate-boundary classes. We require equations
(11, 12) to hold for each boundary class separately.

To compute the coupled thickness it is only necessary
to assume mean values for l and h in each plate-boundary
class. In continental plate boundaries (CRB, CTF, CCB) vir-
tually all earthquakes are produced in the upper crust, so we
estimate elastic shear modulus as GPa, correspond-�6.327.7�5.6

ing to a P-wave velocity of m/sec, density of 2650�6005600�600

kg/m3, and Poisson’s ratio of 0.25. In OSR and OTF bound-
aries, earthquakes are also produced (primarily) in the crust,
but because of its more mafic composition we estimate l as

GPa, corresponding to a P-wave velocity of�5.225.7�4.7

m/sec and density of 2850 kg/m3. In SUB and OCB�5005200�500
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boundaries, the cycle of strain accumulation and release in-
volves both crust and mantle rocks, and it is not clear how
their moduli should be averaged. Therefore, we use a rather
uncertain mean GPa to encompass both crustal�21l � 49�21

and mantle values.
Our assumed values of mean fault dip for simple exten-

sional and compressional plate boundaries (CRB, OSR, OSR,
OCB) are based on an expectation that a new dip-slip fault
in a homogeneous layer of friction 0.85 will form with a dip
of 65� or 25�, respectively. However, finite strain and strain-
weakening result in rotation of dip-slip faults to smaller dips,
for examples, 45� and 15�, respectively. So we estimate
mean h � 55 � 10� for CRB and OSR and 20 � 5� for CCB
and OCB. The dip of subduction zones typically increases
from �8� at the trench to �30� at the volcanic arc, but not
all of this interplate boundary is seismic. In a survey of 12
profiles of four subduction zones, Oleskevich et al. (1999)
found a mean width of 104 km (and range, 52–201 km) for
the seismogenic zone, a mean initial depth �14 km, and
mean maximum depth �40 km below sea level. Therefore,
the mean dip of the seismogenic portions of these zones is
arctan((40 � 14)/104) � 14�.

Transform boundaries CTF and OTF are problematic be-
cause (11) does not permit h � 90� to be assumed in the
(general) case of vo � 0. There are two obvious possibilities:
(1) vo causes pure dip-slip events on secondary faults that
dip gently and share the strike of the primary vertical plate
boundary; (2) nonideal transform faults have a steep but non-
vertical dip that accommodates both velocity components
with a single oblique slip vector. Although we cannot reli-
ably select the active fault plane from most moment tensors,
we can examine the distribution of plunges of their N (in-
termediate) principal axes. Under hypothesis 1 we would
expect a primary peak at 90� and a secondary peak at 0�;
under hypothesis 2 we would expect a single broad peak
between 45� and 90�. A histogram of N-axis plunges for the
1991 OTF events (outside orogens) has its highest peak at
90�, a secondary peak at 73�, and a minimum at 0�. We
somewhat discount the isolated peak at 90� as a possible
artifact (of the initialization of the iterative CMT algorithm)
because it has no support at adjacent near-vertical angles. A
histogram of N-axis plunges for the 513 CTF events (outside
orogens) shows a much less regular distribution with pri-
mary peak at 76�, secondary peak at 13�, and no peaks at
90� or 0�. Of the two end-member hypotheses, the second
seems the better approximation. We have computed model
moment rates of OTF and CTF boundaries using mean h �
73 � 7�.

The results (Table 5) are coupled thickness (cz) values
ranging from a low of 0.13 km (OSR/normal faulting) to
highs of 18 km (CCB and SUB). The ranges shown are 95%
confidence intervals, taking into account both the uncertainty
in the seismic moment rate and the uncertainty in the tectonic
model. These coupled thickness values provide a simple de-
scription of the seismic moment production of different
types of plate boundary that can be used (together with b

and mc) to compute Poissonian models of their predicted
seismicities and seismic hazards. In such models it would be
best to assume the same values of mean l and mean h that
were assumed here, unless local evidence contradicts our
estimates.

Quantifying certain aspects of seismic hazard may also
require “worst-case” upper limits on corner magnitudes. Ta-
bles 3 and 4 show that we have only been able to determine
this by maximum-likelihood analysis of subcatalogs in cer-
tain cases (CRB, CTF, OSR/normal faulting, OTF/medium ve-
locity and high velocity, OCB). No empirical upper limit on
the corner magnitude was found for the dangerous CCB and
SUB boundaries, which often lie near populated areas. To
remedy this, we follow the procedure of Kagan (2002b) and
others. Because coupling cannot exceed unity, we estimate
a value for the seismogenic lithosphere thickness z, use the
tectonic model to find the upper limit on moment rate (con-
sidering uncertainties in h and l), and finally adjust the cor-
ner magnitude until the integral of the tapered Gutenberg-
Richter distribution (12) equals this limiting moment rate.
These alternative upper limits on corner magnitude are
shown in the bottom two rows of Table 5. One is computed
using the current best estimate of b, and the other with the
“universal” value b � 0.63 (Kagan, 1999), which is consis-
tent with all of our results on the estimation of b.

Another result of independently estimating z is that
bounds can be placed on the seismic coupling coefficient c.
These assumed values of z will not be assigned their own
error bounds, because in this last step of the analysis it is
simple for the reader to substitute any preferred value. Seis-
mogenic lithosphere thickness for CCB boundaries is esti-
mated as 13 km, based on a typical base of the seismogenic
layer at 15 km depth (Jackson et al., 1995) and a common
aseismic interval in the upper 0–5 km, where blind thrusts
produce anticlines (Berberian, 1995). Seismogenic litho-
sphere thickness of CTF boundaries is estimated as 12 km,
based primarily on the well-studied case of California (figure
4 of Bird and Kong, 1994). (Although some CTF boundaries
like the Dead Sea rift have lower heat flow and a thicker
seismogenic layer, much of the total length of CTF bound-
aries lies offshore in backarc rifts where the heat flow is
higher than the average in California.) Seismogenic litho-
sphere thickness of OSR boundaries is known only from very
limited OBS surveys or from centroid depths of individual
large earthquakes; it appears to be approximately 8 km (e.g.,
2.4–6.2 km, Huang et al., [1986]; 2–8 km, Huang and Sol-
omon [1987]; 4–12 km, Solomon et al. [1988]; �8 km, Bird
et al. [2002] interpretation of Watanabe et al. [1992]; �8
km, Tilmann et al. [2003]). We are not aware of relevant
studies on CRB boundaries, so we rather arbitrarily assign
them a seismogenic lithosphere that is slightly thinner (6 km)
based on the lower creep-activation temperatures in conti-
nental crust. OTF boundaries have (on average) lower heat
flow and thicker seismogenic lithosphere of �14 km (5.2–
11.7 km [to 400�C], Engeln et al. [1986]; 7–10 km [centroid
depths] or 14–20 km [twice centroid depths], Bergman and
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Solomon [1988]; 6.4–13.3 km [thermal model], Okal and
Langenhorst [2000]). OCB boundaries have not been studied,
so we arbitrarily assign them the same thickness. The seis-
mogenic thickness of SUB boundaries is taken as 26 km
(from 14 to 40 km below sea level), so that with our assumed
mean dip of 14�, the mean width of the seismogenic zone
will be 104 km, as observed (Oleskevich et al., 1999; dis-
cussed previously). (We note an alternative estimate of z �
52 � 15 � 37 km, based on the central 90% of the moment
release distribution by Zhang and Schwartz (1992). How-
ever, their study considered only earthquakes of 5 � m �
7, which release only about 3%–16% of total moment and
made no correction for the inflation of apparent z by earth-
quake mislocations.)

The inferred coupling coefficients then range (using best
estimates) from a low of 0.016 for normal faulting on OSRs
to a high of 1.0 in CCBs. The coupling values that are com-
puted to be less than unity with 95% confidence are OSR/
normal faulting, ; OTF/medium velocity,�0.0160.016�0.011

; and OTF/high velocity, . Comparing re-�0.09 �0.080.12 0.11�0.04 �0.05

sults with our previous study (Bird et al., 2002), we confirm
the low coupling of most OSRs and OTFs, except that we
now add two qualifications: (1) Strike-slip events on OSRs
probably have low coupling (best estimate, 0.05), but perfect
coupling cannot be formally excluded because of the lack of
an upper limit on the corner magnitude. (However, by as-
suming that the corner magnitude is not more than 9, we
compute a soft upper bound of 0.19 for coupling.) (2) Slow-
moving OTF boundaries (�40 mm/a) may have high, or even
perfect, coupling.

Discussion

Our hope when planning this project was that using all
the large shallow earthquakes recorded during 103 years
would yield enough events to bound corner magnitudes with
a firm upper limit using earthquake statistics alone. That
would enable us to place upper limits on coupled lithosphere
thickness. In some settings we succeeded (CRB, CTF, OSR/
normal faulting, medium and fast OTF, OCB) and in other
settings we failed (CCB, OSR/strike slip, slow OTF, SUB). In
the latter cases we were able to use the constraint that
coupling is no more than unity to find alternate (model-
dependent) upper limits on corner magnitude. The large re-
sidual uncertainties that we encountered in all cases show
that it is probably impossible to accurately measure coupled
thickness or coupling with smaller data sets, such as those
restricted to a single subduction zone (McCaffrey, 1997).
This could only be done by making use of paleoseismic rec-
ords that were far more extensive, accurate, and complete
than any yet published.

Another issue we did not resolve is to what extent cou-
pling in certain plate boundaries may be velocity dependent.
Investigating this question requires subdividing subcatalogs
further, reducing event counts, and increasing uncertainties.
Except in the OSR boundaries (where velocity dependence

was shown by Bird et al., 2002) and OTF boundaries (where
we find that slow boundaries are more strongly coupled), we
have not searched for possible velocity dependence. If there
is any, our coupling figures must be considered as averages.

The passage of time will reduce the uncertainties in fu-
ture studies by expanding the catalog of large earthquakes,
but this will take centuries. In the short term, the plate-model
part of the calculation might be improved by more tightly
constraining elastic moduli and fault dips. The largest
twentieth-century earthquakes in each subcatalog should
probably be studied individually to verify their moments and
locations and correct any misclassifications; this work has
begun (e.g., Kanamori and Cipar, 1974) but is not finished.
Meanwhile, expansion of seismic networks will lower the
completeness threshold of catalogs, allowing b to be better
determined. Better knowledge of b will then allow the large
historic earthquakes already in the catalog to better constrain
the corner magnitude by quantifying the curvature of log-
frequency/magnitude plots.

In our study, we found some interesting variations in
maximum-likelihood estimates of b, from a low of 0.53 for
OCB to a high of 0.92 for OSR/normal faulting. However,
we did not find any cases where apparent differences in b
could be stated with 95% confidence. In fact, all the 95%
confidence limits we found overlap in a common range of
0.61 � b � 0.66. As Kagan (1999) proposed, the “null hy-
pothesis” should be that b is everywhere uniform and that
apparent variations are due to small catalogs, mixed earth-
quake populations, or inappropriate statistics. This null hy-
pothesis has not yet been rejected for any tectonic setting of
global scope.

In contrast, we find that at least four distinct values of
corner magnitude seem to be required. Based on the 95%
confidence limits in Table 5, these are OSR normal faulting
(range, 5.70–6.05); OTF medium and fast velocities (range,
6.39–7.01); CRB/CTF/CCB/OTF slow velocity/OCB (range,
7.38–8.67); and SUB (range, 9.12–?).

Another premise of our study is that it would be valu-
able to divide shallow earthquakes into seven tectonic set-
tings. (This was motivated by the clearly different corner
magnitudes of OSR and SUB.) Retrospectively, we see that
most of these distinctions resulted in interesting variations
in seismicity rate (Table 2) and/or frequency/magnitude pa-
rameters (Tables 3 and 4) and/or coupling (Table 5). An
exception is the distinction between medium-velocity and
high-velocity OTFs, which turned out to be unnecessary. An-
other possible amalgamation would be to group CTFs with
slow OTFs, because they have similar corner magnitudes and
coupling at similar mean plate velocities of �21 mm/a. On
the other hand, the relatively high corner magnitude of slow
OTFs rests on only six m � 7.2 earthquakes in 103 years,
versus 30 on CTFs. (The total length of slow OTFs outside
orogens is 9% greater than the total length of CTFs outside
orogens.) If the earthquake populations were truly identical,
the probability of obtaining two samples as different as 6
and 30 would be very small (�10�5 ). We should also con-
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sider the alternative that the present slow-OTF subcatalog
may be an accidental composite, with one component of low
coupling and corner magnitude �7.1 (as inferred by Bird et
al., 2002) and another component of low b and high mc

(similar to OCBs).
In general, the slow-OTF subcatalog is not the only oce-

anic subcatalog that seems to show “outlier” events fitting
poorly with the rest of the distribution (at least, under the
assumption of a tapered Gutenberg-Richter distribution).
This is also seen in the OSR and OCB distributions based on
CMT and in the SUB distribution based on the merged cat-
alog. ( E Refer to graphs in the electronic supplement that
is available online at the SSA Web site.) Some may interpret
this as evidence for some “characteristic earthquakes” of
large size that are more frequent than they are assumed to
be in the tapered Gutenberg-Richter distribution. However,
in the case of OSR we found that these large “outlier” events
could be eliminated by restricting the subcatalog to only
events of normal-faulting mechanism. We suspect that other
seafloor plate boundaries have unmodeled geometric com-
plexities as well, with the result that small numbers of in-
appropriate mechanisms are mixed into some of our distri-
butions. It remains unclear whether we have enough data for
any tectonic setting to prove the existence of characteristic
earthquakes.

With the possible exception of slow OTF boundaries,
most of our results show a consistent and significant differ-
ence in coupling between the continental settings (CRB, CTF,
CCB) and oceanic settings (OSR, OTF, OCB). Subduction
zones, which have intermediate or mixed crustal character,
appear more similar to the continental group. This distinc-
tion should definitely be taken into account in thinking about
seismic gaps, by which we mean plate-boundary segments
that had no large earthquakes in the twentieth century.

The mean of the three best-estimate coupling figures in
the continents is 74%, which indicates generally good cou-
pling with some local exceptions. Such behavior is familiar
to us in California, where certain segments of the San An-
dreas and Hayward-Calaveras faults are creeping whereas
the majority of regional faults are seismic. (However, the
figures in Table 5 are independent of California data, be-
cause in model PB2002 California is in an orogen.) In con-
tinental settings, it should be assumed that all seismic gaps
are dangerous unless there is direct geodetic evidence of
creep at rates comparable with relative plate velocities. For
example, the Himalayan frontal fault system can and will
produce future great earthquakes (Triep and Sykes, 1997;
Cattin and Avouac, 2000; Rong, 2002; Rong and Jackson,
2002) despite its relative quiescence during the epoch of the
CMT catalog.

However, by proposing continental seismic gaps as pos-
sible places of large future earthquakes, we do not mean that
the rate or the probability of these future events is necessarily
larger than in similar boundary segments that have been
active recently (Rong et al., 2003), as suggested by the tra-
ditional interpretation of seismic gaps (Nishenko, 1991). Al-

though some “gap” segments accumulate tectonic defor-
mation that should be released by earthquakes, the seismic
potential of these boundary intervals in the near future is
presently unknown.

In this continental environment where the majority of
seismic gaps are locked (and therefore temporary), projec-
tion of seismic hazard by extrapolation of CMT seismicity
(e.g., Jackson and Kagan, 1999; Kagan and Jackson, 2000)
will only work well during relatively short time windows in
which there are aftershocks and other triggered earthquakes.
For successful longer-term projections, it will be necessary
to build in a kinematic model of tectonics.

In deep-sea settings (OSR, OCB, and most OTFs, omit-
ting the slow subcategory), the mean of the best-estimate
coupling figures is 12%, which indicates that aseismic creep
is the dominant mode and that seismic fault patches are ex-
ceptional. We do not yet know whether these seismic fault
patches are fixed in space by special local conditions, or
whether they arise spontaneously in unpredictable locations
from some kind of nonlinear dynamics of unsteady fault
creep. Additional centuries of earthquake recording will set-
tle the question. (An answer may be available sooner if sea-
floor geodesy becomes practical, because then we can moni-
tor fault creep directly and watch for variations.) If it turns
out that seismic fault patches in the seafloor are fixed in
space, because they are defined by special fault geometries
(e.g., tectonic knots) or special geology, then seismic hazard
prediction by extrapolation of CMT seismicity (e.g., Jackson
and Kagan, 1999; Kagan and Jackson, 2000) should enjoy
both short-term and long-term success in these settings.
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